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A major Enterprise Client

Overview
Our professional services (PS) helped a major
Enterprise company refresh and consolidate
their data centers.
The PS developed a phased approach that
enabled a reliable and seamless migration
against an extremely tight deadline with no
allowance for downtime.
By leveraging the Cisco Multi-Pod as a modern
overlay technology, it was easy to extend the
presence of the virtual local area network
(VLAN) between the migrated data center
and the permanent one
According to the client, “We have simplified
the migration procedure by demonstrating the
forecast behavior before doing any test in the
ATC. Proving all the demonstrated scenarios
where necessary to avoid any further surprise
during the implementation and during the
migration as well
Within this case study, we are going to
demonstrate the migrated parts including the
following :
The Virtual Server at Data Center A
The gateway of the virtual servers that
could either exist at Data Center A or at
Data Center B. The gateway at Data
Center A exist inside the Nexus 7000
(N7K). In case of Data Center B, the
gateway can live inside the Cisco ACI.
The gateway can’t live in the two Data
Centers at the same time. The gateway
is active at Data Center A inside the N7K
as a current state (initial state). The
eventual goal is to migrate the gateway
to Data Center B inside the Cisco ACI

The F5 Virtual IP that can be either
enabled or disabled per Data Center

Background
The client unit includes more than 15 leading
wholesale and retail brands. The businesses
mission was to organize around five core
areas:
Auto Auctions
Financial Services
Media
Software
International
There were three different migration patterns
to note during this journey, mainly single
workload, local subnet and portable subnet
which was a terminology referenced by the
client
Within the single workload, the Application
dependencies can sustain a moderate
amount of latency and the team should be
able to re-configure and re-deploy their
workloads in a new datacenter Applications
leverage DNS for all internal and external
traffic. It will be noted that within this style of
migration, a latency can be witnessed since
there will be some hair pinning as not all the
workloads are grouped together. However, the
requirement is to make sure that these
workloads can be grouped if necessary, to
avoid latency
Within Local Subnet pattern, the organization
can cutover all the workload for that particular
subnet from Data Center A to Data Center B.
The challenge here to get the change
management approval to move a huge
number of workloads at the same time.
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Figure 1
Due to the mentioned challenges, there was a very clear evident that demonstrating the solution in ATC will
definitely expedite the process and provide a roadmap for the client internal team to roll out the configuration
based on their comfort pace
The above diagram shows a high level of this solution where the ACI Multi-Pod and the ACI Multi-Site were
leveraged to attain all the goals that need to be achieved
The ATC team along with the GSP and the PS team made this became a reality where all the major data centers
were implemented in Saint Louis. The ATC team made the gear available, made all the required connection and
prepared all the needed compute/storage
Even the existing client tools such as vMotion were made available to help in demonstrating the real future
process
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Figure 2
Data Center A (DC A) shown in figure (2) is where the servers needs to migrate from. The client's intention is to
decommission this Data Center in a very near time. Data Center B (DC B) is where we are consolidating the servers at.
The Cisco ACI Multi-Pod has been chosen to fulfill the requirements of interconnecting the two data centers together and
oﬀer the freedom of migrating the various application components across separate Pods without worrying of not having
layer 2 between these Data Centers.
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The entire network [Data Center A and Data
Center B] hence runs as a single large fabric from
an operational perspective; however, ACI MultiPod introduces specific enhancements to isolate
as much as possible the failure domains between
Pods, contributing to increase the overall design
resiliency. This is achieved by running separate
instances of fabric control planes (IS-IS, COOP,
MP-BGP) across Pods.
At the same time, the tenant change domain is
common for all the Pods [DC A and DC B], since a
configuration or policy definition applied to any of
the APIC nodes would be propagated to all the
Pods managed by the single APIC cluster. This
behavior is what greatly simplifies the operational
aspects of the solution.
The ACI Multi-Pod is a migration tool that can be
used so that workload migrate seamlessly from DC
A to DC B. The Inter-Pod Network represents an
extension of the ACI infrastructure network,
ensuring VXLAN tunnels can be established across
Pods for allowing endpoints communication.
Inside each ACI Pod [DC A and DC B], IS-IS is the
infrastructure routing protocol used by the leaf
and spine nodes to peer with each other and
exchange IP information for locally defined
loopback interfaces (usually referred to as VTEP
addresses).
During the auto-provisioning process for the nodes
belonging to a Pod, the APIC assigns one (or
more) IP addresses to the loopback interfaces of
the leaf and spine nodes part of the Pod. All those
IP addresses are part of an IP pool that is specified
during the boot-up process of the first APIC node
and takes the name of ‘TEP pool’.

The spines in each Pod establish OSPF peering
with the directly connected IPN devices to be
able to send out the TEP pool prefix for the local
Pod. As a consequence, the IPN devices install in
their routing tables equal cost routes for the TEP
pools valid in the different Pods.
At the same time, the TEP-Pool prefixes relative to
remote Pods received by the spines via OSPF are
redistributed into the IS-IS process of each Pod so
that the leaf nodes can install them in their routing
table (those routes are part of the ‘overlay-1’ VRF
representing the infrastructure VRF).
Figure (2) depicts the initial integration of how DC
A and DC B looks like. Nexus 7Ks at DC A will be
connected physically to the ACI LEAF switches.
This connectivity will serve the purpose of Layer 2
out and Layer 3 out.
In the initial stage, the default gateway of the
servers resides on the Nexus 7K while the effective
inbound communication is maintained via DC A
coming through the circuits at DC A, the Firewall
and eventually the Nexus 7K.
It is was advised that during the integration is to
wait for a little bit of time to verify the operation of
the fabric. There is no change to the location of
the VIPS during the initial phase. The ultimate
purpose of the integration phase is to verify the
ACI Multi-POD integration and to verify the
connectivity between the Nexus 7K at DC A and
the Cisco ACI Leaves.
There is no workload to move also in the initial
phase. The customer was advised to make sure to
verify the full functionality of this integration
including but not limited to the following:
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Verifying the configuration
Verifying fabric membership and topology
Verifying the IPN
Verifying external TEP interfaces on spine switch
Verifying spine MP-BGP EVPN

Expectations and results
As mentioned before, the ultimate goal of the
initial phase is to integrate the Cisco ACI with DC
A legacy network. There was no intention to
migrate workload, gateway or even the F5 virtual
IP.
It was extremely important to make sure that this is
the understanding during the implementation of
this phase. In the ATC LAB. We wanted to show a
confirmation to this message by initiating a
connection from one of the workloads to the
outsides by either trying to reach the internet or
reaching one of the agencies.
The results met the expectation for the traffic flow
highlighted in figure 1. Traffic from the WEB testing
virtual server crossed the legacy network all the
way up to DC A firewall, Border router and then
the outside world

Workload Migration Framework
The deployment of an ACI Multi-Pod fabric allows
by definition to extend BD connectivity across
separate Pods; as a result, this provides flexibility
for where to connect endpoints part of a given
BD.
At the same time, the ACI Multi-Pod fabric
supports also live mobility for endpoints between
leaf nodes of the same Pod or even across
separate Pods.

The step-by-step process required to minimize the
traffic outage during a workload live migration event is
described in figure (3)
At the same time, the ACI Multi-Pod fabric supports
also live mobility for endpoints between leaf nodes of
the same Pod or even across separate Pods. The
step-by-step process required to minimize the traffic
outage during a workload live migration event is
described in the figures (3)
1. The VM [WEB-01] migrates between DC A and
DC B. Remember that DC A is the DC that
needs to be decommissioned at end state
2. Once the migration is completed, the leaf node
in DC B discovers WEB-01 as locally
connected and sends a COOP update
message to the local spines.
3. The spine node that receive the COOP
message updates WEB-01’s info in the COOP
database, replicates the information to the
other local spines and sends a MP-BGP EVPN
update to the spines in remote such as DC A.
4. The spine in DC A will receive the EVPN
update and add the information to the local
COOP database that WEB-01 is now
reachable via the Proxy VTEP address
identifying the spines in DC B
5. The spine in DC A will sends a control plane
message to the leaves in DC A as it was the
old known location for WEB-01. The leaf at DC
A as a consequence installs a bounce entry for
WEB-01 pointing to the local spines Proxy
VTEP address.
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6. Any workload that is still existing in DC A which
didn’t move yet will keeps sending traffic
destined to WEB-01 to the old location (Leaf at
DC A).
7. The DC A leaf has the bounce entry; hence it
encapsulates received traffic destined to
WEB-01 toward the local spines.
8. The local spine receiving the packet
decapsulates it and performs a lookup in the
database. It now has updated information
about WEB-01, so it re-encapsulates traffic to
the remote spine nodes.
9. The receiving spine in DC B has also updated
information about WEB-01’s location, so it
encapsulates traffic to the leaves at DC B
10. Once the leaf at DC B receives the packet, it
learns existing workload location at DC A

The above 10 steps are what actually happened by
moving the WEB-01 from DC A to DC B. Please
remember that until this point, we didn’t move a
gateway. The Gateway of the WEB-01 still exist in the
Nexus 7K that resides in DC A

Expected Results
As depicted in Figure (3), the traffic from the moved
WEB-01 at DC A to the outside world should follow the
ACI Multi-Pod path and then to the N7K SVI located at
DCA as well and then eventually to the outside world
via the DC A firewall and border routers

This happens because IPN simply provide basic Layer
2 connectivity services, allowing for the establishment
across Pods of spine-to-spine and leaf-to-leaf VXLAN
tunnels. It is the use of the VXLAN overlay technology
in the data-plane that provides seamless Layer 2
connectivity services between endpoints,
independently from the physical location (Pod) where
they are connected
The deployment of the ACI Multi-Pod fabric allows to
seamlessly achieve Layer 2 communication between
endpoints connected between DC A and DC B
In order to establish IP connectivity between endpoints
connected to separate Pods, the first requirement is to
be able to complete an ARP exchange. A slightly
different mechanism is implemented depending on the
specific Bridge Domain configuration, specifically with
regard with the enablement or not of ARP flooding.
In our case, the ARP flooding is enabled on the Bridge
Domain where both WEB-01 and the SVI of the Nexus
7K at DC A belong.

Actual Outcome
We have noticed that when we moved WEB-01 from
DC A to DC B via SRM protection group, it took 45
seconds from an ICMP client pinging the recovered
server.
Here is what happened behind the scene:
1. WEB-01 generates an ARP request to
determine the Nexus 7K’s MAC address (This
is because WEB-01 and the SVI of the Nexus
7K are part of the same IP subnet). Obviously,
the WEB-01’s gateway was set to be the SVI
of the Nexus 7K at DC A
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2. The local leaf at DC B receives the packet,
inspects the payload of the ARP packet
and learns WEB-01 information (as a locally
connected endpoint) and knows the ARP
request is for the Nexus 7K SVI IP address.
Since the Nexus 7K SVI has not been
discovered yet, the leaf at DC B does not
find any information about Nexus 7K SVI in
its local forwarding tables. As a
consequence, since ARP flooding is
enabled, the leaf at DC B picks the FTAG
associated to one of the multi-destination
trees used for BUM traffic and encapsulates
the packet into a multicast packet (the
external destination address is the GIPo
associated to the specific BD). While
performing the encapsulation, the leaf at
DC B also adds to the VXLAN header the
S_Class information relative to the End Point
Group (EPG) that WEB-01 belongs to.
3. The designated spine at DC B sends the
encapsulated ARP request across the IPN,
still leveraging the same GIPo multicast
address as the destination of the VXLAN
encapsulated packet. The IPN network
must have built a proper state to allow for
the replication of the traffic toward all the
remote Pods where this specific BD has
been deployed.
4. The spine at DC A receives the packet (this
is the specific spine that previously sent
toward the IPN an IGMP Join for the
multicast group associated to the BD) and
floods it along a local multi-destination tree.
Notice also that the spine has learned
WEB-01 information from an MP-BGP
update received from the spine in DC B.

5. The leaf where the Nexus 7K SVI is
connected receives the flooded ARP
request, learns WEB-01 information (location
and class-id) and forwards the packet to all
the local interfaces part of the Bridge
Domain.
6. The Nexus 7K SVI receives the ARP request
and this triggers its reply allowing then the
fabric to discover it (i.e. it is not a ‘silent
host’ anymore).
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F5 Virtual IP migration
A VIP is a configuration object on the BIG-IP that
allows you to tie together a destination IP:port
combination and process traffic for that
combination. once traffic enters the F5 device, it
then gets redirected into the members of the
pool. As you have noted in this case study, the
WEB-01 is considered to be one of these
members. In the ATC LAB, we deployed few of
these servers in a form of a virtual instances [VM]
Moving the instance using SRM to Data Center B
was one thing, however, the front line for external
users when communicating with this server in most
cases will be the VIP that is representing this server.
Migrating the VIP is one of the very essential steps
during this process. Testing the VIP migration
process had a lot of values to our client.
the VIP will be considered as a new end point that
is going to be learned by the LEAF at DC B. The
inbound communication will still come via DC A
circuit, however, when the traffic reaches the
Nexus 7K, the Nexus 7K will ARP the VIP as an end
point. The ARP will reach over the IPN as
mentioned earlier by leveraging the Multi-Cast
tree. See figure (4)
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Notice how we migrated the F5 from Data Center A to Data Center B. This has
been accomplished by disabling the VIP ARP inside the F5, by doing this, the F5 will
not respond to the ARP requests in DC A. At the same time, we have also enabled
the ARP response of F5 at Data Center B. By doing this, the only F5 VIP that is going
to respond to any request will be the one in Data Center B. This is considered to be
a very successful VIP migration

Figure 4
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Gateway Migration
The specific migration process described in this
document is usually referred to as “network
centric migration” and consists in interconnecting
the existing brownfield network in DC A which is
built based on STP and vPC technology to a
newly developed ACI POD with the end goal of
migrating workloads from DC A to DC B.
In order to accomplish this application migration
task, it is required to map traditional networking
concepts (VLANs, IP subnets, VRFs, etc.) to new
ACI constructs, like endpoint groups (EPGs),
Bridge Domains, and Private Networks.
The following diagram shows the ACI networkcentric migration methodology, which highlights
the major steps required for performing the
migration of workload from a DC A network to DC
B network:

Deployment

Integration

Migration

The first step is the design and deployment of the
new ACI POD (Greenfield POD) as described in
the initial phase; there was no plans to grow in
time at DC A. As a matter of fact, the workload
will was not connected directly at DC A at all.
As a reminder, the ultimate purpose of the ACI
Multi-Pod in DC A is just to be leveraged as a
modern VXLAN implementation to help
extending the VLANs and avoid implementing
alternative technologies such as OTV.

A typical ACI POD consists of at least two spine
switches and two leaf switches, managed by a
cluster of APIC controllers that is going to exist in
the permanent Data Center, that is DC B
The second step is the integration between the
existing DC network infrastructure in DC A (usually
called the “Brownfield” network) and the new ACI
POD. L2 and L3 connectivity between the two
networks is required to allow successful workload
migration across the two network infrastructures.
The final step consists of migrating workloads
between the Brownfield and the Greenfield
network. It is likely that this workload migration
process may take several months to complete
(depending also on the number and complexity
of the workload being migrated), so
communication between Greenfield and
Brownfield networks via the L2 and L3 connections
previously mentioned is utilized during this phase.
The default gateway used by the workloads in DC
A or any workload that is migrated to DC B to
establish communication outside their IP subnet is
initially maintained through DC A network; this
implies that the ACI fabric initially provides only
Layer 2 services for devices part of any workload
attached to it, and the workloads already
migrated to the ACI fabric send traffic to LA1
when they need to communicate with devices
external to their IP subnet. This has been already
shown previously. As you remember, Layer 2
services where only used earlier. Again, this is
because the Layer 3 Gateway still exist in Nexus 7K
at DC A
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For us to enable this behavior, we have configured
specific properties on the bridge domain defined in
the ACI fabric and associated to the legacy VLAN.
The default settings for a BD have ARP Flooding
disabled and Unicast Routing enabled. For L2
communication to work, we have adjusted these
settings from the defaults.
First off, we have disabled Unicast Routing: This
because, the ACI fabric must behave as a L2
network in the initial migration phase, therefore it is
required to uncheck the flag to disable the Unicast
Routing capabilities. As a consequence, the ACI
fabric will only forward traffic for endpoints part of
this bridge domain by performing L2 lookups and
only MAC address information would be stored in
the ACI database for those workloads (that is, their
IP addresses will not be learned).
After that, we have enabled ARP flooding: ARP
requests originated from devices connected to the
ACI fabric, specially the one that was moved from
DC A to DC B should be able to reach the default
gateway at the Nexus 7K or other endpoints part of
the same IP subnet and still connected to the
Brownfield network. Since those entities are
unknown to the ACI fabric, it is required to flood
ARP requests across the ACI fabric and toward the
Brownfield network at DC A.
We have also enabled the Unknown Unicast
flooding: similar considerations valid for ARP traffic
apply also to L2 unknown traffic (unicast and
multicast), so it is required to ensure flooding is
enabled in this phase for those traffic types.

Once all (or the majority of) the workloads
belonging to the IP subnet are migrated into the
ACI fabric at DC B, it is then possible to also
migrate the default gateway into the ACI
domain. This is the main thing we did here. This
migration is done by turning on ACI routing in the
Bridge Domain and de-configuring the default
gateway function on the Nexus 7K at DC A by
shutting down the SVI interface.
The good news is that the ACI allows the
administrator to statically configure the MAC
address associated to the default gateway
defined for a specific bridge domain: it is
therefore possible to use the same MAC address
previously used for the default gateway in the
Nexus 7K, so that the gateway move is completely
seamless for the workloads connected to the ACI
fabric (that is, there is no need to refresh their ARP
cache entry). This is exactly what we did in the
ATC LAB. Please refer to figure (5)
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This diagram demonstrate the gateway
migration. This has been accomplished by
shutting down the SVI of the N7K at DC A and
enabling the unicast routing + assigning the
same IP and same MAC in the ACI Bridge
Domain of Data Center B

Figure 5
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Circuit Cut
The circuit cut should be the final phase of this
journey. The ultimate goal of this phase is to cut the
DC A circuit and make the DC B circuit the
functional one. Obviously, this entails withdrawing
the advertisement of the public subnets in DC A
and advertising the public subnet out of DC B. This
function needs to be achieved in coordination with
the ISPs to make sure the new ISP accept the newly
advertised public subnet.
In the LAB, we have shut down the BGP SVI. This
way, DC A won’t receive or advertise any routes
towards the Internet.
Also note that there were other BGP configuration
activities that were achieved as well at the border
routers. However, these changes are not
complicated at all as it is simply “Network
Statements” under the BGP routing process.
One thing to note here is that we have noticed
that after the circuit cut, the Cisco Nexus 7K at DC
A is not receiving the gateway advertisement any
more and the reason behind this is because the
Cisco ACI doesn't allow the routes to be leaked
from one L3out to another L3out. This is not a bad
thing, but we just wanted to make sure that our
client knows about this behavior.
The next accomplished step was to turn on the BGP
and OSPF at DC B Firewall. When this happened,
the default route was propagated towards the
Cisco ACI. The Cisco ACI received the default
route from the DC B Firewall.

The good news that we noticed as well is that the
DC B Core is receiving the migrated subnets from
the DC B Firewall. This is valuable as this is going to
help in making sure that the other firewalls in the
other domains are educated about how to reach
the migrated workload from DC A to DC B

Conclusion
With no doubt, the Advanced Technology Center
(ATC) has proven its value to our client. The
platform has been leveraged to confirm any
theory part in our Low Level Design (LLD) and our
Acceptance Test Procedures (ATP).
There is no chance for making mistakes during
any maintenance window. This is because all the
outcome expectations has been noted during the
execution of all the different stages.
This case study touched the surface only between
the DC A and DC B. The Cisco Multi-Site is another
technology that was leveraged between the two
main data centers (Middle State and East State).
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At this state, the DC B is fully functional, however, the
DC A will still exist until all the workload migrate from
DC A to DC B

Figure 5

